The Adventure Tournament (The Adventurers: Book 1)

With the kingdom of Bolognia under attack
by independent forces of random
malcontents, its time to send out the army
to deal with these troublemakers, right?
No, first theres money to be made! Send
out the adventurers, those rogues who
wander the countryside in search of fame
and treasure, and take up all the good seats
at the local pubs. Then, organize brackets,
stage it for the publics entertainment, offer
a prize and call it The Adventure
Tournament.
Remy Fairwyn is a
neer-do-well academic who really wants to
become an adventurer. When he hears of
the tournament, he jumps at the
opportunity, only to find himself out of the
frying pan and in the fire. Add ingredients
like corrupt organizations, professional
wrestlers, narcoleptic thieves, drama kings
and malfunctioning magical minutiae, and
his venture quickly becomes a recipe for
disaster. As the competition heats up,
Remy discovers that the tournament itself
could be putting the kingdom in danger,
and its up to him to uncover the truth
before destruction consumes all he holds
dear.
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